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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a method for joint 2D segmentation and
2D-3D pose tracking. First, we define a novel energy functional
which considers the discrimination between statistical appearance
models and the coherence among neighboring pixels simultaneously.
And then, a particle filter-like stochastic optimization technique is
adopted to solve the energy functional, so that a preferable initial
value can be provided for the subsequent damped Newton optimization method. Furthermore, an occlusion-aware updating strategy is
utilized for appearance models, which can easily increase the foreground learning rate. As a result, our method is more suitable for
the video sequences with occlusion. Experimental results highlight
excellent performance on challenging synthetic and real-world sequences as compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.
Index Terms— Pose tracking, Boundary term, Stochastic optimization, Occlusion-aware updating
1. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation and pose tracking are two ubiquitous topics in
the field of computer vision. Most of the researchers focus on investigating both tasks independently [1, 2]. Practically, compared with
the uncoupled case, the coupled estimation of contours and pose parameters is beneficial to more real applications, such as visual servo
of robotic arms and augmented reality systems [3]. Hence, joint image segmentation and pose tracking has attracted increasing attention
recently and been becoming an important research branch gradually.
Related Work According to the utilization of image features, the
related work can be principally classified into two categories: the
edge-based [4] and the region-based [5, 6, 7].
The edge-based techniques usually regard the distance between
image edge points and the corresponding model projection as the objective function [4]. The main disadvantage is numerous local minima. In addition, edge extraction is a little sensitive to background
clutter and noise. The region-based methods, utilizing the global image statistics, evolve the segmentation contour via an iterative constraint [5, 8] or directly from the 3D pose parameters [6, 7]. Recently, a region-based probabilistic framework has been formulated
[9]. It relies on level set methods to maximize the discrimination
between statistical foreground and background appearance models.
Assuming pixel-wise independence, the gradient-based optimization
evolves the contour in the pose parameters space. Compared with
the edge-based approaches, these methods drastically improve the
robustness to noise and motion blur.
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Fig. 1. Representation of object showing: the contour of the projection C, the foreground region Ωf and the background Ωb , a 2D point
p corresponding to 3D point Xc in the camera coordinate.

Motivation Analyzing the region-based techniques, we observe
that they usually assume pixel-wise independence which ignores the
spatial distribution regularities of pixels. As a consequence, the
segmentation and pose estimation is usually inaccurate. Besides,
the objective functions of region-based methods often involve numerous local minima. It is intractable to converge towards a desirable minimum for gradient-based algorithms in finite iterations.
Based on above two observations, we propose a new boundary constrained region-based model, which is further optimized by stochastic method. The main contributions can be summarized as follows.
1. A boundary constrained energy functional is introduced. It
considers the coherence between neighboring pixels, which
can greatly improve the precision of the segmentation and
pose tracking.
2. We extend the framework by incorporating a particle filterlike stochastic optimization module to robustly track the pose
in a challenging environment. This module provides a more
rational initial value for the following iterative optimization
algorithm. Experimental results indicate that our tracker can
precisely track the object with a large displacement and reduce sensitivity to background clutter and noise.
3. A subtle but vital occlusion detection and handling scheme
is developed to update the appearance models validly. This
strategy suppresses the corruption of the online updating
appearance models which makes our tracker outperform the
state-of-the-art method in the case of occlusions.

Paper Organization The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 proposes the improved energy function and describes the
particle filter-like optimization technique. Specially, we derive our
algorithm and discuss its implementation in Section 3. In Section 4,
experiments demonstrate the performance of the proposed technique
and we reveal the reason for the tracking results. Some concluding
remarks are presented in Section 5.
2. SEGMENTATION AND POSE TRACKING
2D-3D pose tracking is to pursuit the pose parameters of a known 3D
object model from a 2D data stream. For model-based pose tracking,
the vital problem is to construct an energy function that evaluates the
goodness-of-fit between model projection and image data. In Fig. 1,
a map I denotes the 2D image, and a pixel p = [x, y] corresponds
to a RGB value y, a point Xc in the camera coordinate system and a
point Xw in the object coordinate system. The pose can be parameterised by 6 parameters(3 for rotation and 3 for translation), denoted
by a vector Γ = [γ1 , ..., γ6 ]. In addition, the intrinsic camera parameters are assumed to be known.
2.1. Energy functional
Discrimination Term Region-based 2D-3D pose tracking [9] formulates segmentation and tracking problem as the problem of minimization following energy functional, given by
X
Ed (Φ) = −
log[He (Φp )Pf + (1 − He (Φp ))Pb ], (1)
p∈Ω

where Φp represents the value of the level set function at the point p,
He (Φp ) denotes the smoothed Heaviside step function with respect
to Φp . Pf and Pb are related to the posteriors of the RGB value y
corresponding to the point p, defined as follows:
Pi =
=

P (Mi |y)
P (Mi )
P (y|Mi )
, i ∈ {f, b}.
P (y|Mf )P (Mf ) + P (y|Mb )P (Mb )

(2)

The energy functional of Eq. (1) utilizes the Heaviside step function to integrate the foreground and background posteriors of each
pixel into one integral, which depicts the distinction between the
foreground and background appearance models.
Boundary Term From Eq. (1), it can be seen that the model of
[9] assumes pixel-wise independence. That is, it ignores the spatial distribution regularities of pixels and weakens the coherence between neighboring pixels close to the object contour. As a consequence, both the segmentation result and the pose estimation are not
accurate in the current frame. Especially, it will result in error accumulation and make an unexpected difference in subsequent pose
tracking for online tracking. To solve above problem, we introduce
a boundary term:
X
2
Eb (Φ) =
(He (Φp ) − He (Φq ))2 e−βkyp −yq k , (3)
(p,q)∈N

where N is the set of pairs of adjacent pixels, β ensures that the
boundary term switches properly between high and low contrast. In
Eq. (3), the quadratic component is interpreted as a penalty for discontinuity between p and q, and the exponential term measures the
degree of similarity between p and q. Normally, the penalty is close
to zero when these two points are very different, vice versa.

The boundary term depicts the coherence between neighboring
pixels and encourages smoothness. Essentially, it is similar to the
Laplacian regularization, which has been widely used in interactive
image segmentation [10] and image matting [11]. The Laplacian
regularization is a smooth term that ensures the segmentation or matting results be locally smooth.
Final Objective Functional The improved energy functional
is comprised of two parts: the discrimination term (the same as
PWP3D) describing the discrimination between statistical foreground and background appearance models and the boundary term
enhancing the consensus between adjacent pixels,
X
E(Φ) = −
{log[He (Φp )Pf + (1 − He (Φp ))Pb ]−
p∈Ω

α

2

X

(He (Φp ) − He (Φq ))2 e−βkyp −yq k },

(4)

(p,q)∈N

where α > 0 specifies a relative importance of the discrimination
term versus the boundary term.
The energy functional E(Φ) is nonlinear and involves numerous local minima because of the smoothed Heaviside step function
He (Φp ) and the cumulative histograms P (y|Mj ). It is fairly difficult to converge towards an appropriate minimum by gradient-based
nonlinear minimization techniques for a large displacement of complex objects. Hence, the initialization is vital to the optimization
algorithm, which is presented in detail in the following section.
2.2. Initialization by stochastic optimization
We extend the above framework by incorporating a particle filterlike stochastic optimization module to robustly track the object in a
challenging environment. This module reduces sensitivity to background clutter and noise, and furnishes a better initial value to the
subsequent gradient-based optimization algorithm. It is worth noting that our stochastic optimization approach is different from the
particle filter (see section 2.2.2). Because it is composed of state
transition and measurement equation the same as particle filter [12],
the module is termed particle filter-like stochastic optimization.
2.2.1. State Transition with AR Model
We employ a first-order autoregressive (AR) model for the state transition, since it is flexible and simple to implement. In addition, because the trajectory of 3D model is on the Lie group, the sampling
process should also be on the Lie group. Discrete state equation is
expressed via the first-order exponential Euler discretization:
√
et = Γ
e t−1 · exp(At−1 + dWt ∆t),
Γ
(5)
e −1
e
At−1 = νlog(Γ
t−2 Γt−1 ),

(6)

e t ∈ SE(3) is the pose matrix at frame t corresponding to
where Γ
pose parameters Γ, dWt represents the Gaussian noise on se(3)
with specified covariance matrix Σ ∈ R6×6 , ν is the AR process parameters and log : SE(3) → se(3) is a nonlinear map. The detail
information about Lie group and its application on rigid transformation is discussed in [13, 14, 15].
2.2.2. Measurement equation
The measurement model is to calculate the importance weights of
these particles obtained by Eq. (5). In [15], for each particle(i.e. the
6DOF pose parameters), the minimum energy is obtained through

At each iteration, the signed distance function transformed from
the projected contour serves for Φ.
Based on the derivative with respect to pose parameters, we employ a damped Newton method to conduct a search for the step size
at each iteration [16]. The damped Newton algorithm can be viewed
as Gauss-Newton using a trust region approach [17]. It can control
the step size automatically by adjusting a damping term. The pose
parameters are updated by:
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Fig. 2. Different sequences showing the effect of the boundary term.
From left to right: (a) input image, (b) the result with PWP3D, (c)
the tracking result with BPWP3D, (d) our posterior map.
l−iterations of gradient descent flow. Then the importance weight
of this particle is in inverse proportion to the energy. Nevertheless,
because of the non-convex energy functional, the minimum energy
can not objectively reflect the validity of the particle. Furthermore,
the process of searching for a local minimum is computationally expensive. In this paper, we design a simple but effective measurement
model, which is defined as follows:
X
[H(∆p ) − H(−∆p )],
(7)
w
eti =
p∈Ωif

where Ωif depicts the projection region corresponding to the ith
particle, H represents the Heaviside step function and ∆p =
P (y|Mf ) − P (y|Mb ) denotes the difference between the foreground and background likelihood. It means the more pixels belong
to the foreground and the less pixels belong to the background simultaneously, the better the particle is. Then the importance weight
wti of the ith particle is normalized by
(8)

Based on the importance weights, a preferable pose vector is acquired by resampling. This pose vector is treated as the iterative
initial value of the gradient-based nonlinear optimization algorithm.
2.3. Optimization
A preferable initial value is provided by stochastic optimization
mentioned above. In order to evolve the level set in a space parameterised by pose parameters, we can take the derivative of the
function with respect to them,
X ∂E(Φp ) ∂Φp
∂E(Φ)
=−
,
∂γi
∂Φp ∂γi
p∈Ω

(9)



∂E(Φp )
Pf − Pb
=
− 2α(He (Φp ) − He (Φq )) δe (Φp ),
∂Φp
P (Φ|p)
(10)
∂Φp
∂Φp ∂x
∂Φp ∂y
=
+
,
(11)
∂γi
∂x ∂γi
∂y ∂γi
where δe (Φp ) represents the smoothed Dirac delta function.

(12)

where J is the Jacobian matrix and λ is referred to as the damping
term. The iterative initial value is provided with particle filter-like
stochastic optimization module (see section 2.2).

(d)

w
ei
wti = P t i ,
w
et

∂E(Φ)
,
∂Γ

3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Here we discuss some implementation details and present an
overview of the proposed method. In this work, the appearance
models are represented by RGB histograms using 32 bins per channel. Rotations are expressed in exponential coordinates, which is a
more concise form than quaternion.
3.1. Occlusion-aware Online Update
For online tracking methods, adaptive appearance models is the key
to good performance. Whereas, drift and occlusions usually degrade
the models, and can cause error accumulation over time. Here we
propose an evaluation criterion to alleviate the degeneration of appearance models:
(
(1 − αj )P t−1 (Mj |y) + αj P t (Mj |y) θ > θ0
t
P (Mj |y) =
,
P t−1 (Mj |y)
θ < θ0
(13)
where θ is the proportion of the pixels that belong to the foreground
(i.e. P (Mft |y t ) > P (Mbt |y t )) inside the contour C and θ0 represents the threshold. Eq. (13) means that we update the appearance
models if and only if most of the pixels inside the projection contour
pertain to the foreground. This strategy enhances the discrimination
between the two histograms. Furthermore, it does allow us to assign
much higher learning rates on the premise of stable tracking. On the
condition of the stable tracking, the foreground learning rate αf can
be increased up to 6% in the sequences with noise.
3.2. Summary of the tracking algorithm
A summary of the proposed tracking algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. For the first frame, the mask of this image is manually
labeled, and we construct the initial histograms by this mask.
4. EXPERIMENTS
A variety of real-world and synthetic sequences are used to demonstrate some qualities of our method, such as robustness to noise,
cluttered environments, as well as the partial occlusions. Synthetic
benchmark dataset released in [3] presents the large displacement,
background and object variability, the added noise and partial or
complete occlusions. In this section, we provide qualitative and
quantitative results of different scenarios. Nevertheless, we first
mention parameter settings associated with the experiments briefly.
Parameters Setting we kept the parameters fixed across all the
sequences. In Eq. (4), the balance factor α between the region term

Ours
Sparse-and-dense
PWP3D with P.F.
BPWP3D
PWP3D

Table 1.
soda ( % )
orig noi occl
96
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Tracking success rate - orig = orignal; noi = noisy; occl = occlusion.
soup ( % )
clown ( % )
candy ( % )
cube ( % )
orig noi occl orig noi occl orig noi occl orig noi occl
95
98
82
95
96
81
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96
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93
76
98
99
80
100 98
77
100 100
81
100 100
76
92
92
73
92
93
71
88
90
77
87
85
62
93
91
40
92
83
40
80
78
30
79
67
30
92
91
40
91
83
39
80
78
31
78
67
30

Algorithm 1 Our Segmentation and Pose Tracking Algorithm
Data: The image sequences {It }N
t=1 , the histogram mask I0 , the
total frames N , the iterations K.
Initializing the color histograms P 0 (y|Mf ) and P 0 (y|Mb );
Initializing the pose Γ0 close to the true value;
for t = 1 to N do
Obtaining the likelihood P t (y|Mj ) of each pixel p;
Calculating the posterior P (Mjt |yt );
Initializing Γt via particle filter-like stochastic optimization;
for k = 1 to K do
Rendering the 3D model with the current pose Γtemp ;
Computing the contour of the projection Ctemp ;
Computing the derivatives ∂E
and Hessian matrix;
∂Γ
Optimizing pose parameters with damped Newton method;
end
Calculating the occlusion-aware factor θ;
if θ > 23 then
P t (Mj |y) = (1 − αj )P t−1 (Mj |y) + αj P t (Mj |y),
else
P t (Mj |y) = P t−1 (Mj |y);
end
Outputting the object contour Ct and pose parameters Γt .
end

and boundary term was set to 5.0. The damping term was initialized
with 0.001 for each iteration in the optimisation algorithm. Considering the good performance and computational efficiency, we empirically chose the number of particles N = 150.
Figure 2 shows the effect of boundary term in BPWP3D
(PWP3D with boundary term). Compared with the PWP3D, the
boundary term can obviously reduce the error of pose tracking. We
attribute the good performance to a penalty for the discontinuity
between neighboring pixels. For example, the pose of the red block
couldn’t be estimated accurately by the PWP3D. As a result, there
are many background pixels within the contour of projection. The
boundary term powerfully restraints this case which leads to an
advantage of the BPWP3D approach over the PWP3D.
Tracking success rate is a novel evaluation that takes the proportion of a sequence that is tracked successfully into account [3]. For
the dataset covering a high dynamic range, it is more significant than
mean error. We adopt this evaluation to compare our method with
some existing methods [3, 9, 18].
The Blocks World Robotic Vision Toolbox (BLORT) [18] combines learning, recognition and tracking parts to track the pose in real
time. We just evaluate the particle filter module with 150 particles
here since it is similar to our stochastic optimization technique. Our
method is also compared with a state-of-the-art real-time-capable
tracker. This multi-cues method [3] combines dense motion, stereo
cues with sparse keypoint correspondences. By feedback from the
model to the cue extraction, this approach is both highly accurate

1
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Fig. 3. Quantitative tracking results for robustness test to noise and
occlusions. The first row − results in the sequence with noise, the
second and third rows − results in the sequence with occlusions.

and robust to noise and occlusions.
Table 1 quantificationally demonstrates an advantage of incorporating the particle filter-like module into the PWP3D framework.
In addition, it shows the difference between with and without AR
model. Various experiments on synthetic benchmark dataset verify
the robustness of our method. The proposed method makes a tremendous improvement in the PWP3D. Moreover, our method is comparable to the state-of-the-art tracker [3] on the dataset without occlusions and outperform it on the sequences with partial occlusions, see
Figure 3. The total time required to process a single 640×480 image
frame is about 0.2 seconds using the CUDA framework.

5. CONCLUSION
A new method for joint 2D segmentation and 2D-3D pose tracking is
proposed. We introduce a novel boundary constrained energy functional, which considers the coherence between neighboring pixels
and effectively reduces the error of pose estimation. In order to cast
off local minima, we incorporate a particle filter-like stochastic optimization module into the framework. This module can provide a
better initial value for the minimization technique. For better performance, an alternative strategy is proposed to update the RGB histograms. Our method has been tested via various experiments and
has shown notable performance on noise and partial occlusions.
In the case of severe occlusions, our method may not work well
(see the last column of Figure 3). Fortunately, some 2D tracking
methods are robust to occlusions. Hence, we can employ these methods in our model and this will be future work. Besides, for real-time
applications, our time-consuming module, stochastic optimization,
can be improved by introducing parallelizing technique.
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